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Article Body:
Introduction

Ever since I retired at the age of 28. I have been doing a lot of thinking into these ˆTough C
So let´s go treasure hunting
The Fabled HOLY GRAIL

We have heard it a thousand times; investors and trader, young and old have sought it for hund

Some believe in it, others don´t and many maintained that such a strategy or system doesn´t ex
The Wrong Perception

There was once a warrior near the end of the dark ages whom heard of the power of a new weapon

Like the gun, we expect that the Holy Grail strategy to be invincible at all times. We imagine
The Truth Behind The Holy Grail

We all think of the Holy Grail as a strategy that can´t fail. However, we completely ignore th

You are right. We, human, make and break every Holy Grail that ever existed. We are the ˆStand

Yes, we COMPLETE the Holy Grail through the effectiveness of our execution. We are truly the s

I am sure this sounds like you as much as it was me some time ago You purchased strategies tha

You tried to stick to the rules, didn´t you? But what did you do when your portfolio starts go
What Cup to What Stand?

Now that you have found your stand, it is time now to find the right cup to complete your pers
1)
2)
3)
4)

Tested and True in real life trading with proven track record
Fundamentally sound
Logically sound
Tested and developed in your market of interest!

That last point got some of you baffled didn´t it?

Yes, if you want to trade the US markets, your strategy needs to be developed and proven in th
So why do I trade only the US markets? I trade the US markets due to the fact that it has the

And hey, we all know that there are more promotional and good value items in a department stor
Convinced why the US markets are our best choice yet?

Good.

Where to Find YOUR Cup?

While there are a lot of good strategies out there, I wish to recommend that you go to www.mas
1)
2)
3)
4)

Tested and True with proven track records
Fundamentally sound
Logically sound and
Developed and tested in the US Markets!

CONGRATULATIONS, you have now in your possession, your personal Holy Grail of trading and inve
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